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Gain extraordinary clarity of image and a wide field of view thanks to MONARCH HG. Regardless of whether you are
watching birds or hunting wild animals, you will need a wide field of view as well as high optical parameters and fullrange sharpness, provided by a field correction equalizer and supernatant dispersion (ED) glass. You'll see every detail
with lush clarity thanks to dielectric multilayer prism coatings that offer exceptional brightness and natural color
reproduction. The elegant structure is characterized by lightness and compactness, while the body of magnesium alloy
ensures adequate strength and durability. It's a perfect binoculars for open-air, waterproof and anti-fog trips.
MONARCH HG is a great choice for people who value high optical parameters. PLEASANT OPTICAL PARAMETERS
Reliably clean image thanks to unique optical parameters. The wide field of view will allow you to quickly check the
entire environment, and the field curvature corrector will provide a sharp and vivid picture one hundred percent. Optical
glass with supernatant dispersion (ED) corrects chromatic aberrations, offering higher contrast and better color
reproduction. High quality multilayer coatings have been used in all lenses and prisms to improve light transmission, and
a dielectric multilayer coating with high reflectivity was also used on the roof prism. All this ensures exceptional image
brightness at the level of up to 92% or higher of the light transmittance. ELEGANT, LIGHTWEIGHT AND DURABLE
CONSTRUCTION The stylish design of MONARCH HG binoculars visibly shows its quality. It is not just about
appearance, but also handy dimensions and low weight, thanks to which this equipment is easy to take with you on a
journey. The magnesium alloy body is durable, light and durable, and the scratch-resistant lens coating allows you to
carelessly use the binoculars, still enjoying the perfect image. TERRAIN SOLIDITY Nitrogen-filled body provides
excellent waterproofness to the depth of 5 m for up to 10 minutes, which means that regardless of the weather, you can
devote your hobby to the full without worrying about the equipment. Internal fogging does not occur in the optical system
even under low pressure conditions up to the equivalent of 5000 m, so the image always remains invariably clear.
LOOK COMFORT FOR EVERYONE MONARCH HG binoculars will always allow you to comfortably observe the
surroundings. Thanks to the large offset of the exit pupil, the field of vision is clear even for those who wear glasses,
while the rotating and sliding rubber eyecups facilitate the proper fitting of the binoculars to the eyes. The locking system
of the dioptric correction ring prevents the ring from being turned involuntarily, so that after setting the diopter remains
stable. The binoculars also have an optional adapter that allows you to mount it on a tripod and conveniently carry out
longer observations. PRECISELY DESIGNED FOR ACHIEVING THE HIGHEST QUALITY Made with care for the
highest quality in all respects, these binoculars present engineering precision ensuring an incredibly clear image. Its
functionality does not reflect on the form - high parameters were placed in a compact body. Apart
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brightness, the binoculars have numerous practical solutions, such as attached lens caps, so you do not have to worry
about losing them. Technical parameters â€¢ magnification: 10x â€¢ Lens diameter: 42 mm â€¢ angular field of real vision:
6.9 ° â€¢ linear field of view at a distance of 1000 m: 121 m â€¢ Excavation: 4.2 mm â€¢ relative brightness: 17.6 â€¢ distanc
from the eye: 17 mm â€¢ minimum focusing distance: 2 m â€¢ waterproof: up to a depth of 5 meters to 10 minutes â€¢
distance between the glasses: 56-74 mm â€¢ length: 145 mm â€¢ Width: 131 mm â€¢ weight: 680 g Warranty 10 years
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